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Abstract
CEC is a rewrite rule laboratory for conditional equations. This manual describes its use assuming
the user to be familiar with basic notions in conditional term rewriting.
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1

Introduction

This manual describes the use of CEC, a system for conditional equational completion. We assume
familiarity with well known notions in the term rewriting area e.g. signatu1'e, term over a signature,
(conditional) term rewrite rule, applicability of a rewrite rule, ... etc., cf. e.g. [HO80], [Kap84].
The concepts are discussed only as far as necessary to allow a meaningful interaction with the system.
Theoretical foundations of the concepts implemented in CEC are not discussed. Hints to the literature
will be given whenever such concepts are introduced.
CEC can be used under C-Prolog and Quintus-Prolog2.x. An installation guide for CEC is to be
found in the appendix of this manual.
There are some CEC-specific notions used throughout this manual. The input to CEC is called a
specification. Also any later state of the initial specification is called a specification. To distinguish
the specification which will be completed when invoking the completion procedure from any other
specification CEC presently knows about, this specification is called the current specification.
CEC includes a help-function. Type"?? <space>_." to obtain a list of all available CEC-commands
and type "? <FunctionName>." or "?( <FunctionName > )." to get a short description of the CECcommand with the name FunctionName.
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Input Format of Specifications

Specifications consist of a name declaration, an optional base declaration and an enrichment:
<specification> ::= <name declaration>
<base>
<enrichment>
The name declaration has the format
<name declaration>
< specificationJ1ame>
<full stop>
<white space>
<Prolog atom>
<textual atom>
<symbol atom>

module ( <specificationJ1ame> ) <full stop>

<Prolog atom>
. <white space>
\t I \n I <blank>
<textual atom> I <symbol atom>
<lower case letter> { <letter> I _I <digit> }
I ' {<letter> I <digit> I <symbol> } '
<symbol> { <symbol> } I [] I {}

(The syntax is given in EBNF with {} for repetitions and [] for options. The terminal symbols are in bold face font style.) The specification name is used internally to denote the specification. It should coincide with the file name of the specification, that means the file should be named
<specification_name> .eqn .
The base declaration allows to import other modules. The imported modules again form a module
called base module. An enrichment defines (parts of) a signature, axioms and pragmas. The base
module together with the enrichment forms the current specification. Pragmas may be added in order
to speed up the completion process, e.g. the choice of a termination ordering and declarations for that
ordering. This is to avoid unnecessary computations of suggestions and unwanted user interaction.
Other pragmas may redefine "parsing" and "pretty-printing" of specifications. Any element of a specification must be terminated by a full stop "." followed by a white space. This syntactic requirement
follows from the conventions of the underlying Prolog-System.
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We distinguish between many-sorted and order-sorted specifications: A specification is called ordersorted specification, if the base module or the enrichment includes a subsort declaration. Otherwise it
is called many-sorted.

2.1

The base

The base has the form
<base>

use ( <module_expression> ) <fullstop>

The module_expression describes which modules should be imported and how certain sorts and
operators should be renamed to avoid conflicts:
<module_expression>

<specificationJlame>
I <module_expression> + <module_expression>
I rename (- <module_expression> , <sort_associations> ,
<operator _associations> )

<sort_associations >
<sort_associationJjst>
<sort_association>
<sortName>

[ [ <sort..associationJist> ] ]
<sort..association> { , <sort..association> }
( <sortName> , <sortName> )
<Prolog atom>

< operator _associations>
< operator ..associationJist >
< operator _association>
<simple_opName>

[ [ < operator_association..list > ] ]
<operator_association> { , <operator_association> }
( <simple_opName> , <simple..opName> )
<Prolog atom> I <Prolog number>

<Prolog number>

<Integer>

I <Floating-point number>

The semantics of the '+'-operation is union of specifications (signature, axioms, termination ordering). The union fails, if the termination orderings cannot be combined.
rename applies the given specification morphism to a specification. For the operator renaming
injectivity is required. Noninjective operator renamings must be simulated using auxiliary operators
and equations.
For any explicitly named specification <specificationJlame> within a module expression, the system tries to thaw a frozen state of a specification (-+ freeze) from a file named
<specification..name>.cp
(C-Prolog version) or
<specification..name>.q2.0
(Quintus 2.x versions) in the current directory
(-+ cd, pwd)).
If no such files are present, the system looks for a file
<specification_name> .eqn
with the text of the s-pecification module according to the syntax of <specification> _to be read in.
If no base is specified, the base module 'standard' is taken from the current directory ( thaw file
'standard.cp' or 'standard.q2 .0'). If no module standard is found in the current directory, the module
'standard' from the CEC-distribution is used. The latter simply declares the sort bool and the two
constructor constants true and false of sort bool.
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2.2

Enrichments

An enrichment consists of sequences of subsort declarations, operator declarations, variable declarations, axioms and pragmas:
<enrichment>

{ <subsortDeclaration> }
{ <operatorDeclaration> }
[ <variableDeclarations> ]
{ <axiom> }
{ <pragma> }
[ <clauses for parse and pretty> ]

The semantics of a <specification> is the specification which is obtained by enriching the specified
base module by the constituents of the enrichment. There is no implicit assumption about consistency
or sufficient-completeness of this enrichment.
2.2.1

Subsort Declarations

In order-sorted specifications subsort declarations are given with regard to the following syntax:
<sortName> < <sortName> <fullstop>
<Prolog atom>

<su bsortDeclaration>
<sortName>

2.2.2

Operator Declarations

Operator declarations define the signature of a specification. For each operator one has to specify the
sort of the range and the sorts of the arguments. In addition it is possible to declare the constructor
property of an operator. The system makes use of this information, when doing consistency checks,
e.g. two terms consisting only of constructor operators must not be identified by the given equations .
Operator declarations may be given according to the following syntax:
< operator Declaration>

<opKind> <opName> : <type> <fullstop>

< opKind>

op

<opName>

( <Prolog atom>, <priority>, <fix> )
I <Prolog atom>
I <P-rolog number>

I cons

Note that for the first alternative of <opName> there must not be any space symbol between a
preceding <opKind> and the open parenthesis "(".
<p riority>

< number between 1 and 1200>

<fix>

fx

<type>

I fy I xfx I xfy I yfx I xf I yf

<result..sort>
argument..sorts> -> <result..sort> )
<sortName> { * <sortName> }
<sortName>

I( <
< argumen t..sorts >
<result..sort >
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Some examples of operator declarations are the following:
cons O :
cons sue

nat.
nat -> nat.

op(+, 300, xfy)

( nat * nat -> nat ).

op=< : ( nat * nat -> bool ).
Note that in the last declaration the infix notation op(= <,700,xfx) will be inherited from Prolog.
At the moment CEC has incorporated the type discipline from order-sorted signatures . It is allowed
to add a new declaration for predefined operators. Overloading of operators is also allowed. They will
however be renamed internally.
As CEC is embedded in a prolog environment it inherits all facilities of term notation offered there,
e.g. the definition of infix, prefix or postfix operators. For details of these capabilities you may have
to look at the user manual of your prolog system. For convenience some explanations in the C-Prolog
user manual are repeated here in an abbreviated form.
Each operator has a precedence, which is a number from 1 to 1200. The precedence is used to
disambiguate expressions where the structure of the term denoted is not made explicit through the
use of brackets. The general rule is that the operator with the highest precedence is the principal
functor. Thus if'+' has a higher precedence than'/', then
a+b/c

a+(b/c)

are equivalent and denote the term +(a,/(b,c)). Note that the infix form of the term /(+(a,b) ,c)
must be written with explicit brackets
(a+b)/c.

If there are two operators in the subexpression having the same highest precedence, the ambiguity
must be resolved from the types of the operators. The possible types for an infix operator are
xfx xfy yfx.

With an operator of type 'xfx', it is a requirement that both of the two subexpressions which are
the arguments of the operator must be of lower precedence than the operator itself, i.e. their principal
functors must be of lower precedence, unless the subexpression is explicitly bracketed (which gives it
zero precedence). vVith an operator of type 'xfy', only the first or left-hand subexpression must be of
lower precedence; the second can be of the same precedence as the main operator; and vice versa for
an operator of type 'yfx '.
For example, if the operators'+' and'-' both have type 'yfx' and are of the same precedence, then
the expression
a-b+c
is valid, and means
(a-b)+c

1.e. +(-(a,b) ,c).

Note that the expression would be invalid if the operators have type 'xfx', and would mean
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a -

i.e. -(a , +(b , c))

(b+c)

if both operators have type 'xfy '.
The possible types for a prefix operator are
fx fy

and for a postfix operator they are
xf yf.

The meaning of the types should be clear by analogy with those for infix operators. As an example,
if 'not ' were declared as a prefix operator of type 'fy ', then
not not P
would be a permissible way to write not (not (P)). If the type were 'fx', the preceding expression
would not be legal, although
not P
would still be a permissible form for not (P).
It is possible to have more than one operator of the same name, so long as they are of different
kinds, i.e. infix, prefix or postfix. An operator of any kind may be redefined by a new declaration
of the same kind. This applies equally to operators which are provided as standard in Prolog. The
following table contains the syntactical definitions of some C-Prolog operators:
C-Prolog operators

operators

: - , -->
.-

'

?-

.

->
not,\+
=, is , = .. , == , \== , ©<, ©>, ©=<, ©>= ,

=:=, =\=, <, >, =< , >=
+, -, /\ , \/
+ -

'
*,l , II , << , >>
mod

1200
1200
1100
1050
1000
900

xfx
fx
xfy
xfy
xfy
fy

700
500
500
400
300
200

xfx
yfx
fx
yfx
xfx
xfy

The following syntax restrictions serve to remove potential ambiguity associated with prefix operators.

• In a term written in standard syntax:, the principal functor and its following "(" must not be
separated by any blankspace. Thus
point (X , Y, Z)
is invalid syntax.
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• If the argument of a prefix operator starts with a "(", this "(" must be separated from the
operator by at least one space or other non-printable character. Thus
: -(p ; q)' r.

( where ' : - ' is t he prefix operator) is invalid syntax, and must be written as
:- (p ; q), r.

• If a prefix operator is written without an argument, as an ordinary atom, the atom is treated
as an expression of the same precedence as the prefix operator, and must therefore be bracketed
where necessary. Thus the brackets are necessary in the following expression
X = (?-)

2.2.3

Syntax and Type Errors

When reading in a specification two kinds of errors may occur:
• The prolog parser detects a syntax error.
• The type checker detects a type inconsistency or is unable to infer a type for some terms because
of incomplete type definitions of operators occurring in the specification.

2.2.4

Variable declarations

Each Prolog atom which is not declared as an operator will be taken as a variable. So a variable has
the form:
<variable>

<Prolog atom> [ : <sortName> ]

In a many-sorted specification it is not necessary to attach a sort to a variable explicitly: A simple
type inference mechanism is used to find the correct sort for the variable.
In order-sorted specifications it is not always possible to deduce the sort of a variable. For simplicity
we assume, that all variables must be given a sort explicitly. This can be done by directly adding the
sort name as described above or by declaring the variable in the variable declaration part:
< variableDeclarations >
<variableDecl >

2.2.5

var [ <variableDecl> { , <variableDecl> } ) <fullstop>

< Prolog atom> : <sortN ame>

Axioms

CEC includes a completion procedure for conditional and unconditional equations. Equations are of
the form:
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<axiom>
< uncondi tionalEquation >
< conditionalEquation >
<condition>

<uncondi tionalEq uation > < fulls top>
<fullstop>
<equation>
<condition> <equation>
<equation> { and <equation> } =>

<equation>

<signatureTerm>

<signature Term>

< well typed term with variables

I <conditionalEquation>

= <signatureTerm>

over the user-specified signature>

Thus

isChar(c) =true=> isLine([c I l]) = isLine(l).
and

isSpace(c) =true=> isLine([c I l]) = isLine(l).
are valid conditional equations in a many-sorted specification as well as

isChar(c) = true and isLine(l) =true=> isLine([c I l]) = true.
where c and 1 are variables.
In an order-sorted specification the variables must be declared in the variable declaration part:

var [c : char, 1 : string] .
or a sort must be added to each occurrence of a variable:

isChar(c:char) =true=> isLine([c:char I l:string]) = isLine(l:string).
Unconditional equations are treated as conditional equations with an empty condition.
2.2.6

Pragmas

While running the completion process you are interactively asked for additional information, mainly
concerning the adaption of the partial termination ordering for the given specification. The system
supports this process by making suggestions for precedence extensions (path orderings). In many cases
you will know a priori many of these properties. Then you can add corresponding declarations , called
pragmas, to your initial specification t o avoid unnecessary computations of suggestions and to reduce
the number of CEC-questions.

CEC Pragmas concerning the termination ordering:
:- order( Ordering).

chooses the ordering Ordering out of a set of available termination proof techniques to be
the currently used termination ordering. CEC then performs termination proofs on the
basis of this technique. Currently there are three orderings available:
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• kns
This ordering is a recursive path ordering based on the recursive comparison of paths
according to the definitions in [KNS85].
• poly
Here, terms are given polynomial interpretations over +, * where coefficients are
natural numbers. The order of terms is traced back to comparing polynomials by the
order on natural numbers ([CL86]) .
• manual
This is not really a termination ordering because the user is asked to decide the
orientation of the rules manually. Therefore the termination and confluence of the
final rewrite system cannot be guaranteed.

The default termination ordering is kns. One may alter the termination ordering while
running CEC. See below.
CEC Pragmas concering the termination ordering KNS:
:- equal([[a, b, c, ... ], [g, h, i, ... ], ... ]).

declares operators to have equivalent precedences provided kns is the chosen termination
ordering.
Meaning: a = b = c = ... and g = h = i = ...
:- greater(([a, b, c, ... ], [g, h, i, ... ], ... ]).

adds ordered pairs of operators to the precedence provided kns is the chosen termination
ordering.
Meaning: a > b > c > ... and g > h > i > . ..
:- status([Operator1: Status1, Operator2: Status2, .. . ]).
declares that Operator; has status Status; provided kns is the chosen termination ordering.
Status; can be lr for left-to-right, rl for right-to-left or ms for multiset.
CEC Pragmas concerning the termination ordering POLY:

Provided that poly is the current termination ordering a new interpretation Int; for an
operator Op; is added to the current state. The interpretation Int; may be a polynomial
over the variables in Args; (only if tuplelength = l) or a list with N polynomials, where
N is the current value of tuplelength. The new interpretation must be compatible with all
C- or AC-declarations in the current state. An example:

: - setinterpretation(['=='(x, y) :

x + y]).

For more detailed explanations concerning termination proofs based on polynomial interpretations see below. By default, operators have no interpretations.
:- tuplelength(NewLength ).
tells the system that all interpretation tuples should be of the length NewLength provided
the current termination ordering is poly . The default length is l.
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These CEC-pragmas should not be used interactively while CEC is running. Use the corresponding
CEC-commands order, equal, greater, status, setlnterpretation or tuplelength without parameters which
do the same actions interactively.
CEC Pragmas concerning parsing and pretty printing:
The definition of a predicate parse allows the user to define his own term notation. If parse fails,
standard Prolog term notation is assumed.
parse( Term, ParsedTerm).

should map the Term to its standard representation ParsedTerm as assumed by the system.
This representation is the usual Prolog representation formed from the operator symbols
in the signature. The auxiliary operator '@' is used to denote variables in the term (The
term must not contain any Prolog variables!).
Example:
Specification of integer with operators s(successor) and p(predecessor):

parse(0,0).
parse(I,s(T)) ·- integer(I), I > 0, ! , succ(IM1,I), parse(IM1,T).
parse(I ,p(T)) · - integer(I), I < 0, ! , succ(I ,I1), parse(I1, T) .
parse(S, ParsedTerrn) yields ParsedTerrn = s(s(s(s(s(O))))).
pretty( Term).

Upon pretty printing of terms the system tries to call pretty(Term) (for each sub term).

If this succeeds, the system assumes that the (sub- )term has been printed. Otherwise,
print(Term) is called.
Example:
Specification of integer with operators

s

(successor) and p (predecessor):

pretty(s(X)) · - predicate(frornUnary(s(X) ,N)), w-rite(N).
pretty(p(X)) ·- predicate(frornUnary(p(X),N)), w-rite(N).
pretty(s(s(s(s(s(O)))))) prints out 5.
You are allowed to define arbitrary auxiliary predicates (i.e frornUnary) for the definition of parse or
pretty. To prevent name clashes with internal CEC predicates you have to enclose their definitions
and calls in predicate( . .. ) .
Example:
Specification of integer with operators

s

(successor) and

p

(predecessor):

predicate(frornUnary(X,_)) :- var(X), ! , fail.
predicate(frornUnary(O,O)).
predicate(frornUnary(s(X),N1)) ·- predicate(frornUnary(X,N)), N1 is N+1.
predicate(frornUnary(p(X),N1)) ·- predicate(frornUnary(X,N)), N1 is N-1.
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If a specification is combined from several parts , the clauses for parse, pretty, and predicate of
t he specification parts are put together. Note that upon renaming of specifications parse and pretty
might no longer work as they should.

3

Input and Output of Specifications

CEC has a number of different I/O-commands. There are two commands for reading in original
specifications from a file, in and enrich, two commands for saving and restoring partially completed
specifications to/from files, freeze and thaw, and two commands for saving and restoring specifications
to/from internal variables, store and load. _..\lso, the commands for saving and restoring the whole
prolog state, save and restore, can be used. But notice that saving CEC states (prolog states) usually
generates very large files. Conventions concerning the allowed file and variable names are those of the
underlying prolog system. Reading specifications from standard input (keyboard, terminal) is possible
by using the predefined file name user.

3.1

Reading Specifications from Files

in(File)

reads in a specification from the file File. eqn. If not stated otherwise this file is assumed
to be in the directory that was the current directory while invoking the prolog system e.g.
" ... /cec''. Before the specification is read in, CEC will be initialized, e.g. the current
set of rules and equations will be deleted as well as all declarations concerning previous
termination proofs. Specifications saved in variables will be not affected. File must be
an arbitrary Prolog atom. Specify File
user if input from terminal is wanted. (For
Quintus-Prolog2.x under EMACS: in \\ithout parameter reads from Scratch.pl).

=

If you want to access files from other directories you have to specify these directories relative to
the current directory at the time of invoking Prolog, e.g. in(' examples/group'). A more convenient
way will be to specify the necessary prefix to all files once and for all by
cd(Path)

Changes, as the cd command in UNIX, the directory for all following file-related CECcommands. The path is given in form of a Prolog atom , hence don't forget the quotes, if
the path contains '/ ', '.', or ' .. ' or other special characters.
cd is specified as prefix operator. So after execution of
cd 'examples' .
the command in(group) will read in examples/group.eqn.
cd without an argument resets the c:irrent directory to the one in which the CEC-system
was invoked initially.

pwd
prints out the current path.

enrich( File)
reads in additional parts of a specification from file File. eqn after saving the current state
for later checks for consistency of the enrichment. These additional parts must form an
enrichment ( cf. chapter 2.2). File can be an arbitrary Prolog atom. Specify File = user
if input from terminal is wanted.
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3.2

Freezing and Thawing Partially Completed Specifications to/from Files

For saving and restoring states of specifications to/from files there exist the commands freeze and
thaw.

freeze( File)
writes the state of the current specification to the file File. cp if C-Prolog is used and to the
file File. q2. 0 if Quintus-Prolog2.x is used. Using freeze without a parameter causes CEC
to use the module name of the current specification . It may later be reused by thawing
it from this file, cf. the thaw-command. The state of CEC remains unchanged by this
operation.
thaw(File)

is the inverse operation of freeze and restores the specification previously frozen in File. cp
or File. q2. 0. The current specification is overwritten by the thawed specification. Specifications saved in variables will not be affected by this operation.

3.3

Assigning and Retrieving Specifications to/from Internal Variables

Some operations on specifications like combine, cf. the combineSpecs-command, need a way to reference
different specifications. In CEC this is done by storing specifications to named variables and referencing
them afterwards by these variable names. Variables are arbitrary Prolog atoms.
store( StateName)

saves the current specification under the name StateName. For later restoring use the command load. The system remains unchanged except for this variable containing afterwards
the current specification.

load ( StateName)
loads the specification which is assigned currently to the variable StateName, cf. the storecommand. The current specification is overwritten by the loaded specification. Variables
remain unchanged. StateName = $initial re-initializes the system.

4

The Completion of Specifications

This chapter describes typical situations.-in working with CEC. Different facilities of CEC are introduced and explained by examples. If not explicitly stated otherwise we refer in t he following to the
specification

module(example).
op
op
op
op
op

p
a
f

g
(+)

(t * t -> bool).
t.
(t -> t) .
(t * t -> t).
(t * t -> t).

p(a,a) = true.
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p(x,a) = true

=> g(a,x) = f(x).
(x + y) + z = x + (y + z).

p(x,y) = true and p(y,z) =true=> p(x,z) = true.
CEC-Completion tries to transform an initial set of ( conditional) equations into an equinlent
canonical set of ( conditional) rewrite rules that is Church-Rosser and Noetherian. A set of rules is
Church-Rosser, iff for all equations s = t in the equational theory generated by the set of rules there
exists a term u such that, s as well as t can be rewritten to u . A set of rules is Noetherian, iff the
generated rewrite relation has no infinite chain ti -+ t2 -+ ... of rewriting.
If a set of ( conditional) equations can be successfully transformed into a canonical set of ( conditional) rewrite rules it becomes decidable whether an unconditional equation is valid in the corresponding equational theory. Two terms are equivalent if and only if they reduce to identical normal
forms. In a canonical system every term has a unique normal form. An irreducible term t' is called a
normal form of t if t -+ * t'.
[BDH86] have shown the advantage of describing Knuth-Bendix methods by a set of inference rules.
These rules are applied to systems of equations and rewrite rules yielding new systems of equations
and rewrite rules. The central idea behind this technique is, that after each application of an inference
rule equational proofs on the basis of the new system of equations and rewrite rules become in a
certain sense simpler. The simplest proofs of equality are pure rewrite proofs. Equational proofs are
arbitrary sequences of applications of equations and rewrite rules.
In [Gan87b] this approach is extended to conditional term rewriting. The CEC completion procedure is a considerable improvement on e.g. [Kap84], [JW86] and [KaR87]. The most important
feature is that CEC does not require to transform all equations into rewrite rules. This is especially
useful in the presence of nonreductive conditional ( critical pair) equations. We call equations, which
will not be transformed into rewrite rules, nonopemtional equations. All rewrite rules are superposed
on conditions of such nonoperational equations yielding new conditional equations. The new equations can intuitively be regarded as solutions of the nonoperational equation . If all these solutions
can proved to be convergent, e.g. by transforming them into rewrite rules, then the nonoperational
equation is convergent too.
Also AC-axioms are considered as nonoperational. In this case completion performs AC-rewriting
and AC-superposition.
An important concept is that of a critical pair. Let two conditional rules C ⇒ M -+ N and
D ⇒ G -+ H be given and assume that their variables have been renamed such that they do not have
any common variables. Assume moreover that o is a non variable occurrence in M such that NJ/ o and
G can be unified with the mgu C7 . Then , Ci:7 I\ De7 ⇒ (M [o +- H])i:7 = N C7 is a contextual critical pair
with superposition term M i:7.
Let a conditional equation CI\ u = v ⇒ s = t and a conditional rule D ⇒ l -+ r be given and
assume that the variables in the rule and the equation have been renamed such that no common
variables occur. Let o be a non variable occurrence in u = v such that ( u = v )/ o and l can be unified
with a mgu C7. Then, Di:7 I\ Ci:7 I\ ((u = v)[o +- r ]) e7 ⇒ SC7 = ti:7 is called a s uperposition instance from
superposing D ⇒ l-+ r on u = v in CI\ u = v ⇒ s = t.

4.1

CEC Completion

The CEC procedure distinguishes between three kinds of axioms:
l. conditional equations E ,

2. conditional rewrite rules R,
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3. conditional equations N, which have been declared as nonoperational.
Nonreductive conditional equations will be considered as nonoperational . One may also declare a
reductive conditional equation as nonoperational rather than orienting it into a rewrite rule. In
the following, P(E, R, N) : s = t denote that P is a proof of s = t consisting of applications of
equations and rules of (E, R, N). CEC implements a completion procedure, i.e. a mechanism that
computes sequences (E0 , Ro, No), (E1 , R 1 , N 1 ), . . . of derivations using the inference rules presented
below. The goal of completion is to construct for each proof P(Eo, H-0, No) : s = t a rewrite proof
Q(E;,R;,N;) : s = t at some step i.
The central idea behind the CEC - completion is that in subsequent triples (Ei, Ri, Ni) proofs
become simpler w.r.t. a well-founded proof ordering >p. The simplest proofs of equations are rewrite
proofs, cf. [Gan87b]. With this idea in mind we say that a conditional equation C ⇒ s = t is
convergent if for all proofs P : m = n, which apply C ⇒ s = t there exists a proof Q : m = n such
that P >p Q.
If for some k all critical pairs between rules in Rk and all superpositions between equations in
Nk and rules in Rk have been computed and all equations in Ek have been shown to be convergent
then there exists for each proof P(Eo,Ro,No) : s = t a rewrite-proof Q(Ek,Rk,Nk) : s = t. Therefore the
completion procedure either tries to show that an equation in Eis already convergent or it transforms
the equation into a rewrite rule or into a nonoperational equation .
Unfortunately the convergence of conditional equations is not decidable. CEC applies several
advanced techniques for detecting the convergence of conditional equations cf. [Gan88a]. The CEC technique of using nonoperational equations for simplification is discussed together with the inference
rule Deleting a convergent equation below.
(cp) Adding a contextual critical pair
E,R
Eu {Ca I\ Da ⇒ (M[o

where

o is

M - N,D ⇒ G- H},N
H])O" = NO"},R u {C ⇒ M - N,D ⇒ G - H},N

u {C
+-

⇒

a nonvariable occurrence in M such that

1vf

/o

and G can be unified with the mgu O" .

(superpose) Adding a superposition instance
E,R U {D ⇒ t - r},N U {C /\ u = v ⇒ s = t}
+- r])a ⇒ SO"= ta},R U {D ⇒ 1- r},N U {C /\ u = v ⇒ s = t}

EU {DO" I\ CO" I\ ((u = v)[o

where o is a nonvariable occurrence in u = v such that (u = v)/o and l can be unified with the mgu
a. The rewrite rule D ⇒ l - r is used for superposition on the condition equation u = v in the
nonoperational equation CI\ u = v ⇒ s ~ t.
E' R, N u {C I\ u = V ⇒ s = t}
E U {Ca ⇒ SO" = tO"}, R, N U {C I\ u = v ⇒ s = t}

where u and v can be unified with a mgu a.
(orderEq) Orienting an equation

EU {U1 = V1, U2 = V2, ... , Un = Vn ⇒ S = t }, R, iV
E, R U {U 1 = V1 , u2 = v2, ... , Un = Vn ⇒ s -, t}, iV
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E U {U1 = V1, U2 = V2, ... , Un = Vn ⇒ S = t)}, R, JV
E,RU {u1 = V1,U2 = V2, ... ,Un = Vn ⇒ t-+ s},N

The reductivity condition is essential to avoid an infinite recursive evaluation of the condition when
checking the applicability of a conditional rewrite rule. As shown in [Gan87b] a much more powerful
simplification of equations and rules is possible in the presence of orientable condition equations. As
this occurs often in practise, the system tries to orient condition equations. However, it is not required
that each condition is orientable.
(nopEq) Declaring an equation to be nonoperational

Eu {C ⇒ s = t}, R,N
E, R, N u { C ⇒ s = t}
For each nonreductive equation the system asks as to wether it should be considered nonoperational.
In addition for any equation generated during completion by cp or superpose the user is asked to decide
as to wether orderEq or nopEq should be applied. It may be the case that a generated equation can
be oriented into a reductive rewrite rule, nevertheless is operationally useless, and may in fact cause
nontermination of the completion procedure. Since it is sufficient to superpose all rewrite rules on just
one condition of the new nonoperational equation, CEC asks the user on which condition superposition
should be applied. At this point it is often sensible to select a condition which is a maximal one w.r.t.
the given reduction ordering. An exception might be the case where such conditions contain ACoperators since superposition is then very costly.
(redEq) Deleting a trivial condition of a (nonoperational) conditional equation
E

u { C I\ u = u ⇒ s = t}, R, N
E u { C ⇒ s = t}, R, N

E,R,N u {C /\ u = u ⇒ s = t}
E, R, N u { C ⇒ s = t}
(redEq) Simplifying the conclusion of a conditional equation
Eu{C ⇒ s=t},R,N
u {C ⇒ u t}, R, N '

E

=

'f-

IS-+

_

-U

Rue

(redNopEq) Simplifying the conclusion of a nonoperational conditional equation

E, R, Nu { C ⇒ s
E, R, N U { C ⇒ u

= t}

= t} '

'f _

I

S

~

_

- U

Rue

Orientable condition equations in C may be used as additional rewrite rules for simplification. Technically, simplification with oriented condition equations requires the skolemization (replacement of
variables by new constants) of these equations . s, u denote the skolemized versions of s, u and C the
skolemized and oriented subset of C.
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(redEq) Simplifying the condition of a conditional equation
E

u {C (\ u = V

Eu {C /\ w =

V

= t)' R, N
if ii -----+Rue W
s = t},R,N'

⇒ s
⇒

(redRule) Simplifying the condition of a conditional rewrite rule
E,Ru{Cl\u=v ⇒ s-----+t},N

E, R U { C I\ w

=v ⇒

s ........

,

t}, N

.f_
U-----+

l

-

Rue

_

W

A condition equation may be simplified under the assumption that the remaining condition equations
hold true. Again, orientable condition equations may be used as additional rewrite rules.

(redNopEq) Simplifying a condition of an nonoperational equation
E,R,Nu{Cl\u=v ⇒ s=t}

E U { C I\ w

=v

⇒ s

= t}, R, N

,

.f _
U-----+

l

-

Rue

_

W

Simplified nonoperational equations are turned back into conventional equations.

(redRule) Simplifying the right hand side of a rule
E,Ru{C ⇒ s-----+t},N

- - - - - - - - - - , if t-----+ Rue
E,Ru{C ⇒ s-----+u},N

u

(redRule) Simplifying the left hand side of a rule
E,Ru{C ⇒ s-t},N
E U { C ⇒ u = t)' R, N ' if

s . . . . Rue u

Rewrite rules with simplified left hand side must be turned back into equations. This rule has a further
restriction for its application which we do not want to mention here.

(redEq) Deleting a convergent equation
Eu{C ⇒ s=t},R,N

- - - -- - - - - , if C
E,R,N

⇒

s

= t is convergent

Convergent equations may be eliminated. Particularly simple cases of (redEq ) ares= tors= t EC.
Aside from usual simplification and subsumption methods, CEC applies also nonoperational equations
from N for constructing simpler proofs for equations from E. The principal schema can be scetched
as follows: an equation C ⇒ s = t E E is convergent

= t is subsumed by an another equation from E or N
if C ⇒ s = t can be simplified to an trivial equation for which s = t or .s = t E C.
if C contains an equation m = n that must not be satisfiable. _.\.n equ ation m = n

1. if C ⇒ s

2.
3.

must not
be satisfiable if m and n are not identical and both consist only of constructor operators cf.
chapter 2.2.2.

4. if in the case where D ⇒ m = n E N and C implies Da the equation C I\ ma = na ⇒ s = t
is convergent and if additional constraints concerning the >p - relation on the involved proofs
are fulfilled cf. [Gan87b]. We say that C ⇒ s = t is forward chain t d. usi ng the nonoperational
equation D ⇒ m = n. CEC reports every forward chaining of equations and the result of t he
corresponding comparisons on proofs.
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4.2

Running the Completion Process

C

calls the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure. This executes a fixed strategy of applications of the completion inference predicates orderEq, nopEq, cp, superpose. redRule, redEq
and redNOpEq.
A manual guidance of the process is possible by explicitly calling these predicates.
orderEq( Equationindex)

orients equation with index Equationindex. The predicate fails if equation Equationindex
does not exist or if the equation cannot be oriented or turned into a nonoperational equation
or if the equation is eliminated during reduction.
nopEq( Equationindex)

declares equation with index Equationindex to be nonoperational. The predicate fails if
equation Equationindex does not exist or if the equation is not a conditional equation or
if the equation can be eliminated.
cp( Ruleindex1, Ruleindex2)

computes all critical pairs of rule Ruleindex1 on rule Ruleindex2. The predicate fails, if no
nontrivial critical pair can be found.
(equivalent to superpose( Ruleindex1,Ieft,rule,Ruleindex2,conclusion,left))
superpose( Ruleindex,RuleSide, Type,Index,Literal,LiteralSide)

superposes the RuleSide-side of the rule Ruleindex on the LiteralSide-side of the literal Literal of the axiom of type Type and with index Index. It fails if no nontrivial superpositions
can be found or if superpositions of the specified type need not be computed to achieve
fairness.
To denote the RuleSide and the LiteralSide left and right are used. Type is either rule
or 'nonoperational equation'. The interpretation of Index depends on the value for
Type. So it must be either the index of a rule or the index of a nonoperational equation.
Considering superposition with 1 1 and .. . and Ln => L, we use conclusion to denote L ,
and condition( i) to denote L; in Literal.
superpose( reflexivity,-, Type,Index,Literal,_)

superposes x = x ~ true on the literal Literal of the axiom of type Type and with index
Index. It fails if no nontrivial superpositions can be found or if superpositions of the
specified type need not be computed to achieve fairness.
redR ule( Ruleindex)

reduces rule with index Ruleindex. The predicate fails if rule Rulelndex does not exist or
if the rule cannot be reduced or if the rule is eliminated during reduction.
redEq ( Equationindex)
reduces equation with index Equationindex. The predicate fails if equation Equationindex
does not exist or if the equation cannot be reduced or if the equation is eliminated during
reduction.
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redNOpEq( NOpEqlndex)
reduces nonoperational equation with index NOpEqlndex. The predicate fails if equation
NOpEqlndex does not exist or if the equation cannot be reduced or if the equation is
eliminated during reduction.
The repeat predicate can be used to execute a predicate repeatedly until no more instances of it can
be applied.

repeat( Predicate)
causes repeated backtracking of Predicate until Predicate fails.
An arbitrary interleaving of manual and automatic completion is supported. Also completion manual or automatic - can always safely be restarted after any abortion caused by answering "A."
to some query of the system.

4.3

The UNDO Mechanism

undo

allows to undo the last command at the system's top level. "undo" can be used repeatedly
to undo several steps of state changes. It also undoes 1.mdoUndo-calls. At the moment ,
there is no way to backtracking from single decisions about the ordering while running the
completion process.
undoUndo

allows to undo the last undo-command at the system's top level. Repeated use of this
command undoes sequences of undo-commands.

4.4

Displaying the State of a Specification

The state of a specification consists of the current signature, the set of equations and rules and of
the current definitions for the termination ordering. There are several commands to print out this
information.
s1g
prints out the signature of the current specification:

I ?- sig.
Signature
: bool.
cons true
: bool.
cons false
(t * t -> bool).
op p
t.
op a
(t -> t) .
op f
(t * t -> t).
op g
(t * t -> t).
op+
yes
I ?-
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For instance p is an operator of sort bool with two arguments of sort t.
show

shows the sets of axioms and rules of the current specification. There will be examples
below.
operators

displays all definitions of the current termination ordering. Examples will be given in
chapter 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.

4.5

The Use of Termination Orderings for Termination Proofs

A set of rules R is Noetherian iff the generated rewrite relation has no infinite chain t1 -+ t2 -+ t3 -+ . . .
of rewriting. That is, R is Noetherian iff the rewrite relation defines a well-founded partial ordering.
This suggests the method of reduction orderings: ·

Let > be any partial ordering on terms that is
• stable under substitution: s >
• monotonic: s

>t

⇒

t ⇒ S<7

K[s] > K[t], with

>
I(

t<7,

with

<7

substitution

context term

• well-founded: there is no infinite sequence of terms t 1 >
Then

t2

> ...

> is called a reduction ordering. If for a set of rules R

• s > t for each rule s

-+

t in R.

then R is Noetherian.
The main improvement of completion· procedures over the original one by Knuth and Bendix
[KB69] is the use of incremental termination orderings with the above properties. In the original
procedure the reduction ordering had to be given a priori. Incremental orderings are orderings where
the partial order on terms is induced from another partial order on operators or on interpretations
of operators occurring in terms. In case when two terms t 1 and t 2 are incomparable but need to be
ordered, one looks for a consistent extension of the current ordering such that t 1 > t2 or t2 > t 1 . Only
if there is no such consistent extension the completion procedure fails. Since there are usually several
different possible extensions of the underlying ordering which all induce the desired extension of the
term ordering, implementations of these ·o rderings ask the user to select one.
In CEC two different termination orderings are available . One is a precedence ordering defined by
Kapur et. al [KNS85]. This ordering is based on the recursive comparison of paths occurring in t he
terms to be compared. The other is an ordering induced by polynomial interpretations of operators in
terms [CL86] .
The default termination ordering used by CEC is kns , except if the specification contains associati\·e
and commutative operators. In this case poly is the default ordering since termination p roofs wi th kns
are invalid in the presence of AC-operators.
order
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indicates the current termination ordering and asks the user whether he wants to change
it. When invoked it displays the following:
The current termination ordering is "kns" .
The following alternative orderings may be selected:
recursive path ordering (after Kapur, Narendran, Sivakumar)
polynomial abstraction
manual ordering
"no." for no change
Please answer with kns. or poly. or manual. or no. (Type A. to abort) >

If a new ordering is selected and if the previous termination ordering is incompatible
with the new ordering, all rules are turned back into equations and the completion must
be repeated from the beginning.
4.5.1

KNS: a Recursive Path Ordering

kns is a precedence ordering. That means the partial order on terms is induced by a partial order on operators called the precedence. Initially this precedence is empty. Specifications may include precedence
declarations, cf. chapter 2.2.6 . All constructors are given a precedence less than any nonconstructor
operator. After the completion procedure has been started the first equation of our example will be
oriented from left to right without extending the precedence because true is a constructor , hence
p > true.
When ordering the second equation the system will ask you to choose between several possible precedence extensions which will allow to order the equation. Rather than computing suggestions for
precedence extensions for both possible directions of the equation , the system will first ask you the
following:
Trying to orient equation
p(x,a) =true=> g(a,x) = f(x)
into a reductive rule:
Consider the terms
g(a,x)
and
f(x).
This pair can be ordered in both directions.
For which direction would you like to have precedence suggestions?
1.
2.

----->
<-----

your choice?(#.) :
Then it computes suggestions for t he chosen direction and will present the suggestions as follows.
Assume " 1. " is selected above:
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Trying to orient equation
p(x,a) =true=> g(a,x) = f(x)
into a reductive rule:
Consider the terms
g(a,x)
and
f(x).
To order this pair choose one of the following suggestions:
Direction

Suggestions

-->
'g' = 'f'
-->
2.
'g' > 'f'
n.
no choice
your choice?(#.):
1.

That means, if you decide to extent the· precedence by 'g' = 'f' or by 'g' > 'f' then g(a,x)
> f (x) becomes true. Sometimes you can foresee that all offered choices for precedence extension
will cause another equation to be unorientable . In such a case you might not want to choose any
suggestion. Then no choice (" n.") can be selected and the following will be displayed:
Trying to orient equation
p(x,a) =true=> g(a,x) = f(x):
inot a reductive rule:
The current ordering fails to orient the following pair of terms
g(a,x)
and
f (x) .

You
1.
r.
s.
p.
n.

may take any of the following actions:
for left-to-right
for right-to-left
for checking subreductivity of equation
for postpone
for considering equation as nonoperational
Please answer with 1. or r. ors . or p. or n. (Type A. to abort) >

Now you can choose to order this conditional equation manually by selecting the first or second
option. But note that now the termination property cannot be further guaranteed and therefore a
successful termination of the completion procedure does not prove the confluence of the final set of
rules. The possibility to consider an equation as subreductive is a very new feature of CEC, so we will
not deal with it here, because it is not sufficiently tested . Also you can postpone the equation with
the intention that this equation may be eliminated after generating other rules. If there is only the
given equation left then CEC considers immediately after postponing the equation the same equation
again, so that in this case postponing does not help. U pan the fourth choice CEC applies the inference
rule nopEq, transforming the conditional equation into a nonoperational equation. Only conditional
equations can be made nonoperational. With "A." the completion procedure finishes execution and
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CEC returns to the top level where, for instance, the specification can be enriched by some new
equations.
Assume in the above case you have chosen to extend the precedence ordering by option "2. "
( 'g' > 'f' ). Now CEC checks the reductivity or fairness property of the conditional rule:
Checking reductivity constraints for rule:
p(x,a) =true=> g(a,x) -> f(x):
Consider the terms
g(a,x)
and
p(x,a).
To order this pair you have to extend the precedence as follows:
Direction

Suggestions

1.
-->
'g' > 'p'
n.
no choice
your choice?(#.):

The possible answers and their consequences are the same as explained above. If you don't want
to select any suggested extension you can choose no choice ("n .") and the system will display:
Checking reductivity constraints for rule:
p(x,a) =true=> g(a,x) -> f(x):
The current ordering fails to prove
[g(a,x)] > [p(x,a), true].
At this point you may take any of the following actions:
a. for assume to be proved
s. for checking subreductivity of equation
p. for postpone
n. for considering equation as nonoperational
Please answer with a. ors. or p. or n. (Type A. to abort) >

"a." means, that the system should proceed assuming the fairness is fullfilled. In cases where
this assumption is not satisfied, CEC may run into an infinite loop when trying to apply this new
rule for reduction. The other choices have the previously explained meanings . Assume the previously
suggested precedence extension "l." ( 'g' > 'p' ) is selected. Then the third equation will be ordered:
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The equation
p(x,a) =true=> g(a,x) = f(x)
2
has been oriented into the rule
2
p(x,a) =true=> g(a,x) -> f(x)
The equation
p(x,y) = true and p(y,z) =true=> p(x,z) = true
is not reductive .
Do you want a check for subreductivity?
c. for check
n. for considering the equation as nonoperational
p. for postpone
Please answer with c. or n. or p. (Type A. to abort)>
As there is no precedence extension, such that p(x,z) > p(y ,z) becomes true, the only chance
to make use of this transitivity property is to transform the equation into a nonoperational equation.
After selecting "n." CEC displays
Which of the condition equations in
p(x,y) = true and p(y,z) = true
should be selected for superposition?
Please enter index from 1 to 2. >
You have to choose one of the condition equations for superposition. See inference rule nopEq. It
is recommended to select equations with maximal terms ( wrt. the termination ordering) to reduce the
number of possible superpositions. Assume "1." is selected above:
In which order should the literals of the equation be
inspected when comparing proofs that use this equation?
Please enter ms (for multiset ordering) or a permutation of [O .. 2]
(0 stands for the consequent, i>O for the ith condition). >
Checking the convergence of conditional equations requires the comparison of applications of equations and rewrite rules. Similar as to operators one may associate stati to equations. The comparison
of equation application is performed by comparing the literals of the equations. The status of an
equation determines the order in which the literals of the equation should be inspected. The status
ms means that the literals are compared as a multiset. Instead of ms the user can choose an arbitrary
sequence of the literals by entering a permutation of [O .. n] where n is the number of conditions (--+
[Gan88a]). Assume the sequence [0,1,2]. is selected. The fourth equation will then be considered as
nonoperational and the completion process terminates after computing a convergent critical pair and
a convergent instance.
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The equation
4
p(x,y) = true and p(y,z) =true=> p(x,z) = true
will be considered as nonoperational.
Orienting equation
X

+ y + Z = X + ( y + z) :

Consider the terms
X

+ y +

X

+ ( y + z).

Z

and

This pair can be ordered in both directions.
For which direction would you like to have precedence suggestions?

----->

1.
2.

<----1.

your choice?(#.):

Orienting equation
X + y + Z =

( y + z):

X +

Consider the terms
X

+ y +

Z

and
X +

(y + z) .

To order this pair you have to extend the precedence as follows:
Direction

Suggestions

'+' lr
-->
1.
n.
no choice
your choice?(#.): 1.
The equation
3

X

+ y +

Z

=

X +

(y + z)

has been oriented into the rule
X + y + Z -> X + (y + z)
3
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convergent instance true= true and p(a,z) =true=> p(a,z) = true
of
1
p(x,y) = true and p(y,z) =true=> p(x,z) = true
by superposing
p(a,a) -> true
1
on the left side of condition 1.
convergent instance x+ (y+y1)+z1 = x+y+ (y1+z1)
of
3
x+y+z -> x+ (y+z)
by superposing
3
x+y+z -> x+ (y+z)
on the left side.
2 superpositions have been computed.
Time used: 4.21701 sec.
yes
I ?To prove the termination of rewrite rules, sometimes a property called status is required. Four
status values are possible. The default value is undefined. The others are multiset (ms), left-to-right
(lr), and right-to-left (rl). Roughly speaking, when an operator has multiset status, all its arguments
are given equal weight in the ordering, whereas left-to-right and right-to-left are lexicographical stati.
That means, the arguments are compared in a lexicographical manner from left to right or from right
to left respectively. The associative law can only be ordered in the above given direction by specifying
the operator '+' to have left-to-right status.
operators prints out the current state of precedence definitions. For the above example:
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The current termination ordering is "kns".
operator precedence:
(lr) {'$neq1'}
> {'true'}, {'true-bool'}, {'false'}, {'false-bool'}, {'p'},
{'a'}, {'f'}, {'g'}, {'+'}, {'$eq' ,'$r'}
(ms) {'$eq' ,'$r'}
> {'true'}, {'true-bool'}, {'false'}, {'false-bool'},

{'p'}, {'a'}, {'f'}, {'g'}, {'+'}
(lr) {'+'}
> {'true'}, {'true-bool'}, {'false'}, {'false-bool'}
{'+-t-t-t'}
> {'true'}, {'true-bool'}, {'false'}, {'false-bool'}
{'g'}
> {'true'}, {'true-bool'}, {'false'}, {'false-bool'}, {'p'}, {'f'}
{'g-t-t-t'}
> {'true'}, {'true-bool'}, {'false'}, {'false-bool'}
{'f'}
> {'true'}, {'true-bool'}, {'false'}, {'false-bool'}
{'f-t-t'}
> {'true'}, {'true-bool'}, {'false'}, {'false-bool'}
{'a'}
> {'true'}, {'true-bool'}, {'false'}, {'false-bool'}
{'p'}
> {'true'}, {'true-bool'}, {'false'}, {'false-bool'}
{'p-bool-t-t'}
> {'true'}, {'true-bool'}, {'false'}, {'false-bool'}
*C* {'false-bool'}
> {}
*C* {'false'}
> {}
*C* {'true-bool'}
> {}
*C* {'true'}
> {}
yes
I ?Interpret these lines as follows: the equivalence class with the only operator '+' is greater than t he
equivalence class consisting of 'false'. Also it is greater than the class {true}. Equivalence classes
are made up by declaring operators to be equal. The equivalence class { +} has the status left-to-right,
that is all the members of that class have status left-to-right. The one element class {true} contains a
contructor operator. The operators $neq1, $eq, $r, true-bool and false-bool are auxiliary internal
operators. Notice that as long as an operator is not member of already compared terms, this operator
is not displayed when this command is invoked. This is also true if poly is the current termination
ordering.

4.5.2

POLY: a Polynomial Ordering .

The second termination ordering available in CEC is poly. Here the idea is to give polynomial interpretations to terms in a way that
t1 > t2 :¢:} J(t1) > J(t2).
An integer polynomial F ( x 1 , . .. , xn ) of degree n is associated with each n-ary operator
of coe:fficents must ensure monotonicity, e.g.

J. The choice

l(ti) > l(t2) implies l(f( ... ,t1, ... )) > l(J( .. . ,tz, .. .))
and that terms are mapped into nonnegative integers only; this is the case if all coefficients are positive.
The concrete version of this technique as it is used in CEC is due to [CL86]. Again we only need
to order the equations to infer the termination property for all reductions on terms. In this version
operators are interpreted by k- tuples of polynomials, where the dimension k can be chosen once and
for all for a given specification ( -- tuplelength ). A later change of the dimension in general makes
old termination proofs invalid. In that case CEC turns back all equations into rules. Default is the
dimension 1.
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The difficulty of this termination ordering from a users point of view is how to guess the appropriate
polynomials such that all equations will be ordered in the desired way. It will take some time to become
familiar with this technique.
Let us again consider the example of the previous chapter and try to complete it with the polynomial proof technique.
To be able to orient an equation, poly needs for all operators that occur in the left and right hand
side a polynomial interpretation. At the beginning no operator has an interpretation except if they
were defined via pragmas, cf. chapter 2.2.6. In our example no definitions via pragmas are assumed.
Therefore CEC asks the user for interpretations of operators. For each arity of operators CEC offers
a default interpretation. No computing of suggestions is done. If you want to accept the default
interpretation you have to type the return key.
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I ?-

C.

Orienting equation
p(a,a)=true:
Consider the terms
p(a,a)
and
true
There is no interpretation of operator 'a' with arity 0
The default interpretation is
2

Do you want to change it ?

(if so type 'y') <CR>

Orienting equation
p(a,a) = true:
Consider the terms
p(a,a)
and
true
There is no interpretation of operator 'p' with arity 2
The default interpretation is
2 * X * y
Do you want to change it ? (if so type 'y') < CR>
Orienting equation
p(a,a) = true:
Consider the terms
p(a,a)
and
true
There is no interpretation of operator 'true' with arity 0
The default interpretation is
2

Do you want to change it ?

( if

so type 'y') < CR>

The equation
p(a,a) = true
1
has been oriented into the rule
1
p(a,a) -> true
p (a, a) > true is true because

I(p( a, a))

= 2 * I( a) * I( a) = 2 * 2 * 2 = 8 > I( true) = 2

Some steps later the default interpretation for '+'

2*X*Y
does not allow the orientation of the associative law since

I((x

+ y) + z) = 2 * I(x + y) * I(z) = 2 * (2 * I(x ) * I(y)) * I(z) = 4 * I(x) * I(y) * I(z)
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and

I( x + (y

+ z)) = 2 * J( x) * J(y + z) = 2 * I( x) * (2 * J(y) * I( z)) = 4 * I( x) * I(y) * I( z)

are equal. A solution would be the polynomial

xz * y.
for'+'. Then

I((x

+ y) + z) = I(x) 4 * I(y) 2 * I(z)

> I(x

+ (y + z)) = I(x) 2 * I(y) 2 * I(z)

becomes true and the equation will be ordered from left to right.
operators displays for poly the currently defined interpretations for operators. In our example:

I ?- operators.
The current termination ordering is "poly".
Interpretation of '+, with arity 2
(x-2)
*y
Interpretation of 'f' with arity 1
2 * X
Interpretation of 'g' with arity 2
(x-2)
* (y-2)
Interpretation of 'true' with arity 0
2
Interpretation of 'p' with arity 2
2 * X * y
Interpretation of 'a' with arity 0
2
yes

I

4.6

7_

Specifications with Associative and Commutative Operators

As a commutativity axiom immediately destroys the termination property of a term rewriting system,
this property cannot be expressed by a term rewrite rule. A well known solution to this problem
is unification and rewriting modulo associativity and commutativity, cf. [Sti81] and [Fag83]. CEC
must know the AC-operators of the signature. CEC extracts this information from the given set of
axioms and treats these equations differently, i.e. they will not be oriented into rewrite rules. The ACequations will be added to the set of nonoperational equations, but in contrast to other nonoperational
equations they are not further processed. E.g. they are not superposed with rewrite rules.
Note that in the presence of AC-operators termination proofs using path orderings like kns are
invalid. But termination proofs with polynomial orderings may be possible. Therefore CEC sets the
default termination ordering to poly if there are AC-operators in a specification. In the following
example we enrich the completed specification by AC-axioms for '+'.
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I ?- show.
Current equations

Current rules
1
2
3

p(a,a) -> true
p(x,a) = true => g(a,x) -> f(x)
x+y+z -> x+ (y+z)

Current nonoperational equations
1

p(x,y) = true and p (y,z ) =true=> p (x,z) = true

All axioms reduced.
All superpositions on nonoperational equations computed.
No more equations , the system is complete .
yes
I ?- enrich(user).
Please, type in specification elements terminated by <endOfFile>:

I:
I:
I:

X

+ y = y + x.
+ y) = x + y.

f(x

[analyzing axioms . .. ]
AC-property of Operator '+' is incompatible with
current interpretation:
( x-2)

* y

An old operator has become an AC-operator.
All rules have been turned back into equations.
yes
I ?After changing interpret ation of '+' to

X*Y
(-+ setlnterpretation) t he new specification will be completed to
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I ?- show.

Current equations

Current rules
4
5
6

p(a,a) -> true
p(x,a) =true=> g(a,x) -> f(x)
f(x+y) -> x+y

Current nonoperational equations
1
2
3

p(x,y) = true and p (y,z) =true _=> p(x,z) = true
x+y = y+x
x+y+z = x+ (y+z)

All axioms reduced.
All superpositions on nonoperational equations computed .
No more equations, the system is complete.
yes
I ?- operators.
The current termination ordering is "poly" .
Interpretation of '+' with arity 2
X * y
Interpretation of ' f' with arity 1
2

*

X

Interpretation of ' g ' with arity 2
cx-2) * (y - 2)
Interpretation of 'true' with arity 0
2

Interpretation of ' p' with arity 2
2 * X * y
Interpretation of 'a' with arity 0
2

yes

I

4. 7

?-

Order-sorted specifications

CEC suppor ts order- sorted specifications by translating t hem into many-sorted ones. The translation
process is describ ed in [Gan88 b], so only an example is given here.
We want t o complete t he following specification:

module( ' order-sorted_example ').
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s1
s1
s2
s3

<
<
<
<

cons
op
op
op

s2.
s3.
s4.
s4.
o
f1
f2
f2

s1.
(s2 * s3 -> s4).
(s1 -> s1).
(s2 -> s2).

f1(o,x:s1) = x:s1.
For every subsort relation s < s' there is generated an injective operator with domain s und
codomain s', called $inj-s'-s. If the domain can be determined from the context, $inj-s'-s is abbreviated
by s '. So the signature of our translation looks like

I ?- sig.
Signature
cons true
bool.
bool.
cons false
(s1 -> s2).
op $inj
(s1 -> s3).
op $inj
(s2 -> s4).
op $inj
(s3 -> s4).
op $inj
cons o
s1.
(s2 * s3 -> s4).
op f1
(s1 -> s1).
op f2
(s2 -> s2).
op f2
yes
The injective operator $inj-s'-s 1s used to translate terms of type s into terms of type s'. So the
equation
fl(o, x: sl)

= x:

sl

becomes
fl(s2(o), s3(x: sl))

= s4(s2(x:

sl)),
I

because fl is declared as an operator with domain s2 * s3 and codomain s4, but o is a constant of sort
sl and xis a variable of sort sl. Using the additional injective operator s2 : sl -,. s2, s2( o) is a term
of sort s2, using s3 : sl -+ s3, s3(x: sl) is a term of sort s3. To convert x:sl into a term of sort s4 the
composition of s2 : sl -+ s2 and s4 : s2 -+ s4 is used. So s4(s2(x : sl)) is a term of sort s4.
There are two different ways to derive that sl is a subsort of s4:
s1 < s2, s2 < s4 and
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sl < s3, s3 < s4.
For this reason there is generated an additional equation:
s4(s2(X:sl))

= s4(s3(X:sl)),

which means, that for every term of type sl the translation to a term of type s4 can be done with
the injective operators s2 : sl - s2 and s4 : s2 - s4 or with the injective operators s3 : sl ---> s3 and
s4 : s3 - s4.
For every overloaded operator such as f2 in this specification there is generated an additional
equation which is needed to declare that the operators have the same result on subsort:
f2(s2(Xl:sl)) -

s2(f2(Xl:sl))

In addition you need for every subsort relation s < s' a conditional equation of the form:
s'(X:s)

= s'(Y:s)

⇒

X

= Y,

which is nonreductive and is declared as a nonoperational equation.
So we get the following set of rules, equations and nonoperational equations:

I ?- show.
Current equations
1
2

f1(s2(o),s3(x:s1)) = s4(s2(x:s1))
s4(s2(X:s1)) = s4(s3(X:s1))

Current rules

1

f2(s2(X1:s1)) -> s2(f2(X1:s1))

Current nonoperational equations
1
2
3
4

s2(X:s1)
s3(X:s1)
s4(X:s2)
s4(X:s3)

=
=
=
=

s2(Y:s1)
s3(Y:s1)
s4(Y:s2)
s4(Y:s3)

=>
=>
=>
=>

X
X
X
X

=
=
=
=

y
y
y
y

The following equations may be reducible: [2]
The following superpositions may be nontrivial:
R1xR1
yes

I ?To ensure that the set of order-sorted equations of the specification and the set of rewrite rules produced by CEC describe the same equational theory, the signature must be preregular (- [SNGM87]).
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If in addition the signature is regular the term algebra is an initial algebra in the sematics of [GM87]
(and [SNGM87]).
There are commands dealing with preregularity and regularity:
preregular

succeeds if the current (order-sorted) signature is preregular, and fails otherwise.
The preregularity condition is the regularity of [SNGM87]: A signature is preregular, iff
for every function symbol f and every string w of sorts the set { t I there is a declaration f
: w' - t such that w ~ w' } is either empty or has a minimal element.
regular

succeeds if the current (order-sorted) signature is regular, and fails otherwise. The regularity condition is the one of [GM87]: A signature is regular, iff for every function symbol
f and every string w of sorts the set { ( w' ,t) t there is a declaration f : w' - t such that
w ~ w' } is either empty or has a minimal element.
For our specification we have the following result:

I ?- preregular.
The signature is preregular.
yes
I ?- regular.
The signature is regular.
yes
I ?While running the completion process the user is asked to orient the following equation which can
be ordered in both directions:
s4(s2(X:sl))

= s4(s3(X:sl)).

In this example the equation is oriented from left to right. In order to orient it in this way one possible
precedence extension is the following:
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.
Orienting equation
s4(s2(X:s1)) = s4(s3(X:s1)):
Consider the terms
s4(s2(X:s1))
and
s4(s3(X:s1)).
To order this pair choose one of the following suggestions:
Direction

Suggestions

-->
'$inj-s4-s2'
-->
'$inj-s4-s2'
-->
'$inj-s2-s1'
-->
'$inj-s2-s1'
-->
'$inj-s2-s1'
n.
no choice
your choice?(#.): 2.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

= '$inj-s4-s3'
> '$inj-s4-s3'
> '$inj-s4-s3' and '$inj-s4-s2' = '$inj-s3-s1'
> '$inj-s4-s3' and '$inj-s4-s2' > '$inj-s3-s1'
> '$inj-s4-s3' and '$inj-s2-s1' > '$inj-s3-s1'

Orienting equation
s4(s2(X:s1)) = s4(s3(X:s1)):
Consider the terms
s4(s2(X:s1))
and
s4(s3(X:s1)).
To order this pair choose one of the following suggestions:
Direction

Suggestions

-->
'$inj-s4-s2' = '$inj-s3-s1'
2.
-->
'$inj-s4-s2' > '$inj-s3-s1'
-->
3.
'$inj-s2-s1' = '$inj-s3-s1'
-->
4.
'$inj-s2-s1' > '$inj-s3-s1'
n.
no choice
your choice?(#.): 4.
1.

The equation
2
s4(s2(X:s1)) = s4(s3(X:s1))
has been oriented into the rule
2
s4(s2(X:s1)) -> s4(s3(X:s1))
During completion the equation

s4(s3(X:s1)) = s4(Y:s2) => s2(X:s1 ) = Y.
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is produced. This equation has to be considered as nonoperational.
Consider the equation
s4(s3(X:s1)) = s4(Y:s2) => s2(X:s1) = Y.
The following actions may be taken:
o. for attempting to orient into a reductive rule
p. for postpone
n. for considering equation as nonoperational
Please answer with o. or p. or n. (Type A. to abort)> n.
The equation
3
s4(s3(X:s1)) = s4(Y:s2) => s2(X:s1) = Y
will be considered as nonoperational.
The completed specification is:

I ?- show.
Current equations

Current rules
1
2
3

f2(s2(X1:s1)) -> s2(f2(X1:s1))
s4(s2(X:s1)) -> s4(s3(X:s1))
f1(s2(o),s3(x:s1)) -> s4(s3(x:s1))

Current nonoperational equations
1
2
3
4
5

s2(X:s1) = s2(Y:s1) => X =
s3(X:s1) = s3(Y:s1) => X =
s4(X:s2) = s4(Y:s2) => X =
s4(X:s3) = s4(Y:s3) => X =
s4(s3(X:s1)) = s4(Y:s2) =>

y
y
y
y

s2(X:s1)

=y

All axioms reduced.
All superpositions computed.
No more equations, the system is complete.
yes
I ?Orienting the equation s4(s2(X:sl)) = s4(s3(X:sl)) into the rule s4(s2(X:sl)) -+ s4(s3(X:sl )) has the
effect, that the equation fl(s2(o),s3(x:sl)) = s4(s2(x:sl)) is oriented into the rule
fl(s2(o),s3(x:sl))

-+

s4(s3(x:sl)),

because s4(s2(x:s1)) can now be reduced to s4(s3(x:s1)) .
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5

Computing with Completed Specifications

One may regard the completed specification as a first step towards an operational implementation.
It is now possible to study the behaviour of operations of a specification when executing it on examples. Furthermore the completed specification is the basis for studying logical consequences of the
specification via automatic theorem proving.

5.1

Normalization of Terms

Computation as specified by the specification is realized by term reduction using the rules of the
completed specification. The result of such computations are unique normal forms.
norm( Term, Norma/Form)

normalizes the input term Term. If normalization in contexts [Gan87a] is wanted, t he
input should be of form (conjunction=> term ).
apply Rule( Term,Ruleindex,ReducedTerm)

attempts to apply the rule with the given index once to the given term. Different redexes
are tried upon backtracking. If successful, the reduced term is computed. Term may be
given in external notation.
Given the following confluent and Noetherian specification:

I ?- show.
Current equations

Current rules:
1
2
3
4

append([] ,1) -> 1
append([ell1], 12) -> [elappend(l1,12)]
rev([]) -> D
rev([ell]) -> append(rev(l),[e])

Current nonoperational equations

All axioms reduced.
All critical pairs computed.
All superpositions on nonoperational equations computed.
No more equations, the system is complete.
yes
I ?Then we can compute the reverse of a given list by computing its normal form.
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I ?- norm(rev([a, b, c, d]), NormalForm).
NormalForm = [ d, c, b, a]

I ?With applyRule we can apply one specific rule to reduce a term:
I ?- applyRule(rev([a, b, c, d]), 4, ReducedForm).
ReducedForm = append (rev ( [b, c, d] ) , · [a] )

I ?- applyRule(rev([a, b, c, d]), 3, ReducedForm).
no

I ?To improve the computation of the normal form of a term, one can compile the current set of rewrite
rules into compiled Prolog (Quintus-Prolog only!) and use this compiled set of rewrite rules to normalize given terms.

compile
compiles the current set of rewrite rules into compiled Prolog ( Quintus-Prolog only!). The
compiled rules are used when calling eval(Term,Normalform). Later changes to the set of
rewrite rules have no effect on eval unless a new call to compile is performed.

eval( Term, Norma/Form)
computes the normalform of a term using the most recently compiled set of rewrite rules.
eval fails, if compile has not been called yet.

5.2

Proving Theorems in the Equational Theory

If general confluence can be achieved equational theorems become decidable, e.g. it is decidable if two
terms are equivalent with respect to the equations in the specification: simply reduce the two terms
to their unique normal form and check if they are identical.
In the following examples a theorem of the equational theory is proved.

I ?- prove((append(rev([x, y]), [c, d])
Normal forms are:
yes

= [y, x, c, d])).

[y,x,c,d] and [y,x,c,d]

I ?-

6

Operations on Specifications

As CEC is planned to be an experimental system for specification (program) development it offers
several operations for combining specifications. The operations include the renaming of operator and
sort names as well as the union of two specifications.
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With these primitive operations more complex ones, such as passing actual parameters to specification modules can be derived. The parameter passing is demonstrated by the example of sorted lists
over an arbitrary ordered set, that is replaced by the set of natural numbers
(-+ file cec/kbmanual/combining_example in this distribution).

6.1

Renaming of Operator and Sort Names

renameSpec([( oldsortl, newsort1), ... , ( oldsortN, newsortN)],
[( oldoperator 1, newoperator 1), . .. , ( oldoperatorM, newoperatorM)])

renames the current specification according to the given lists of sort associations and
operator associations. Only injective renamings of operators are allowed. Sorts may be
renamed arbitrarily. Sorts and operators which are not mentioned remain unchanged.
The system tries to carry over any previous termination proof to the renamed specification. This is
not always possible, as the collapsing of previously distinct operator symbols might not be compatible
with precedences or abstract interpretations. In such a case, all rules will be turned back into equations.

6.2

Combining of Specifications

The combine operator forms the union of two specifications if they can be combined, that is if their
termination proofs (orderings) are compatible. If so, the two proofs are combined to one new proof that
proves the termination of the combined specification. Proofs that have been obtained with different
proof techniques, e.g. kns and poly are always incompatible.
combines pees( Specl, Spec2, CombinedSpec)

The specifications named Specl and Spec2 will be combined to a specification named CombinedSpec if possible. The current specification is not changed. To compute with CombinedSpec requires to make it the current specification via the load-command.
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7

Listing of all CEC commands

Remember commands must be followed by a full stop ' '

?? <space>
lists the available CEC commands and refers to the. ?-command for further informations.
? (Function)

prints a short description for the CEC command Function. ? is specified as prefix operator.

apply Rule( Term,Rulelndex,ReducedTerm)
attempts to apply the rule with the given index once to the given term. Different redexes
are tried upon backtracking. If successful, the reduced term is computed.
C

calls the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure. This executes a fixed strategy of applications of the "completion inference" predicates orderEq, cp, superpose, redRule, redEq
and redNOpEq. A manual guidance of the process is possible by explicitly calling these
predicates. The repeat predicate can be used to execute a predicate repeatedly until no
more instances of it can be applied. An arbitrary interleaving of manual and automatic
completion is supported. Also, completion - manual or automatic - can always safely be
restarted after any abortion caused by answering "A." to some query of the system.

cd( Path)
Changes, as the cd command in UNIX, the directory for all following file-related CECcommands. It is declared as prefix operator.
The path is given in form of a Prolog-atom, hence don't forget the quotes, if the path
contains'/', '.', and ' .. ' and other special characters.
cd does not implement file name generation using patterns. Hence, '*', '?' and '[' do
not receive any special treatment.
Without an argument cd resets the current directory to the one in which the CEC-system
was invoked initially.

combineSpecs(StateNamel ,StateName2, CombinedSpec)
The specifications named StateNamel and StateName2 will be combined to a specification
named CombinedSpec if possible. _T he current specification is not changed. To compute
with CombinedSpec requires to make it the current specification via the load-command.

compile
compiles the current set of rewrite rules into compiled Prolog (Quintus-Prolog only!) . The
compiled rules are used when calling eval(Term, Norma/Form), Later changes to the set of
rewrite rules have no effect on eval unless a new call to compile is performed. The predica te
norm always uses the current set of rewrite rules.

compileRules( File)
compiles current set of rewrite rules to Prolog and writes the Prolog clauses into the file
File. File may later be consulted or compiled ( cf. loadRules) to produce a new definition
of eval, cf. compile.
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cp( Rulelndexl, Rulelndex2)

computes all critical pairs of rule Rulelndexl on rule Rulelndex2. The predicate fails , if no
nontrivial critical pair can be found.
delete( StateName)
deletes the specification stored under the name StateName.
enrich( File)

reads in additional parts of a specification from the file File.eqn after saving the current
state for later checks for consistency of the enrichment. These additional parts must form
an enrichment ( cf. chapter 2.2). File can be an arbitrary Prolog atom. Specify File =
user if input from terminal is wanted.
equal

asks the user to enter a list of the following form:

[[a, b, c, ... ], [g, h, i, ... ], ... ]
and declares operators to have equivalent precedences provided kns is the chosen termination ordering.
Meaning: a = b = c = ... and g = h = i = ....
eval( Term, Norma/Form)

computes the normalform of a term using the most recently compiled set of rewrite rules.
eval fails, if compile has not been called yet, cf. compile.
forget

forgets the complete undo history.
freeze( File)

writes the state of the current specification to the file File.cp if C-Prolog is used and to the
file File.q2.0 if Quintus-Prolog is used. If freeze is used without an argument the module
name of the current specification is used for File. It may later be reused by thawing it from
this file, cf. the thaw-command. The state of CEC remains unchanged by this operation.
greater

asks the user to enter a list of the following form:

[[a, b, c, . .. ], [g, h, i, ... ], ... ]
and adds ordered pairs of operators to the precedence provided kns is the chosen termination ordering.
Meaning: a > b > c > ... and g > h > i > ...
halt
ends a CEC session.
in(File)
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reads in a specification from the file File.eqn. When not stated otherwise this file is assumed
to be in the directory that was the current directory while invoking the Prolog interpreter,
e.g. " ... / cec/ examples". Before the specification is read in, CEC will be initialized , e.g.
the current set of rules and equations will be deleted as well as all declarations concerning
previous termination proofs. Specifications saved in variables will be not affected. File
must be an arbitrary Prolog atom. File = user expects input from terminal.

init
resets all definitions in the current ordering and turns all rules back into equations.

interpretation
displays all operator interpretations, provided poly is the chosen termination ordering and
asks the user if he wants to change any. If so all rules will be turned back into equations.
load( StateName)
reloads the specification which is assigned prior to the variable StateName, cf. the storecommand. The current specification is overwritten by the loaded specification. Variables
remain unchanged.
StateName = $initial re-initializes the system.

loadR ules( File)
compiles the set of rewrite rules which has been stored previously in the file File.rules ,
cf. compileRules.

nopEq(Equationlndex)
declares equation with index Equationlndex as nonoperational. The predicate fails if equation Equationlndex does not exist or if the condition of the equation is empty or if the
equation is eliminated during reduction.

norm( Term, Norma/Form)
normalizes the input term Term. If normalization in contexts [Gan87a] is wanted, the
input should be of form (conjunction=> term)" . See also eval.

operators
displays all definitions of the current termination ordering.

order
indicates the currently used termination ordering and asks the user to change it to any of
the following:

• kns
This ordering is a recursive path ordering based on the recursive comparison of paths
according to the definitions in (KNS85].
• poly
Here, terms are given polynomial interpretations over +, * where coefficients are
natural numbers. The order of terms is traced back to comparing polynomials by the
order on natural numbers,

([- [CL86]).
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• manual
This is not really a termination ordering. Rather the user is asked to decide the
orientation of the rules manually. Therefore the termination and confluence of the
final rewrite system cannot be guaranteed.

The default termination ordering is kns. One may alter the termination ordering while
running CEC.

orderEq( Equationlndex)
orients the equation with index Equationlndex. The predicate fails if the equation Equationlndex does not exist or if the equation cannot be oriented or turned into a nonoperational equation or if the equation is eliminated during reduction.
preregular

succeeds if the current (order-sorted) signature is preregular, and fails otherwise. The preregularity condition is the regularity of Smolka/Nutt/Goguen/Meseguer 87 (-+ [SNGM87]).
prove( ConditionalEquation)

proves or disproves the conditional equation ConditionalEquation by rewriting the conclusion to normalforms, using the equations in the condition as additional rewrite rules. The
method is incomplete for nonempty conditions and/or noncanonical systems.
pwd

prints out the current path.
redEq( Equationlndex)

reduces equation with index Equationlndex. The predicate fails if equation Equationlndex
does not exist or if the equation cannot be reduced or if the equation is eliminated during
reduction.

redNOpEq( NOpEqlndex)
reduces nonoperational equation with index NOpEqlndex. The predicate fails if equation
NOpEqlndex does not exist or if the equation cannot be reduced or if the equation is
eliminated during reduction.

red Rule( Rulelndex)
reduces rule with index Rulelndex. ·The predicate fails if rule Rulelndex does not exist or
if the rule cannot be reduced or if the rule is eliminated during reduction.
regular

succeeds if the current (order-sorted) signature is regular, and fails otherwise. The regularity condition is the one of Goguen/Meseguer 87 (-+ [GM87]).
renameSpec([( OldSortl, NewSortl), ... , ( OldSortN, NewSortN)],
[( Old Operator 1, New Operator 1), ... , ( OldOperatorM, NewOperatorNl)])

renames the current specification according to the given lists of sort associations and
operator associations. Only injective renamings of operators are allowed. Sorts may be
renamed arbitrarily. Sorts and operators which are not mentioned remain unchanged.
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repeat( Predicate)

causes repeated backtracking of Predicate until Predicate fails.
reset Orient

turns all rules back into equations.
setinterpretation

asks the user to enter a list of the following form:
[Operator(Arguments): Interpretation, ... ].
Provided poly is the current termination ordering a new interpretation Interpretation for an
operator Operator is added to the current state. The interpretation may be a polynomial
over the variables in Arguments ( only if tuplelength = 1) or a list with N polynomials,
where N is the current value of tuplelength. The new interpretation must be compatible
with all C- or AC-declarations in the current state.
show

shows the sets of axioms and rules of the current specification.
show( StateName)

shows the sets of a.,xioms and rules of the specification which is stored in the variable
StateName.
showCStatus

displays the current completion status.

displays the signature of the current specification.
status

asks the user to enter a list of the following form:
[Operator : Status, ... ]

and declares that the operators should have the desired stati provided kns is the chosen
termination ordering. Status can be lr for left-to-right, rl for right-to-left or ms for multiset.
store( StateName)

saves the current specification under the name StateName. For later restoring use the command load. The system remains unchanged except for this variable containing afterwards
the current specification. Variable names are Prolog atoms.
superpose( Ruleindex,RuleSide, Type,Index,Literal,LiteralSide)
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superposes the RuleSide-side of the rule Rulefndex on the LiteralSide-side of the literal Literal of the axiom of type Type and with index Index. It fails if no nontrivial superpositions
can be found or if superpositions of the specified type need not be computed to achieve
fairness.
To denote the RuleSide and the LiteralSide left and right are used. Type is either rule
or 'nonoperational equation'. The interpretation of Index depends on the value for
Type. So it must be either the index of a rule or the index of a nonoperational equation.
Considering superposition with 1 1 and .. . and Ln => L, we use conclusion to denote L,
and condition( i) to denote Li in Literal.
superpose( reflexivity,-, Type,lndex,Liteml,_)
superposes x = x -+ true on the literal Literal of the axiom of type Type and index Index.
It fails if no nontrivial superpositions can be found or if superpositions of the specified
type need not be computed to achieve fairness.
thaw(File)
This command is the inverse operation of freeze and restores the specification previously
frozen in File.cp or File. q2. 0. The current specification is overwritten by the thawed
specification. Specifications saved in variables will not be affected by this operation.
thaw(File, StateName)
reads in a previously frozen specification from File. cp or File. q2. 0 and stores it under the
name StateName. The current specification remains unchanged.
tuplelength

asks the user to enter the length of the interpretation tuples provided the current termination ordering is poly. The default length is l. All old interpretations are now invalid.
Therefore all rules will be turned back into equations.
undo

allows to undo the last command at the system's top level. "undo" can be used repeatedly
to undo several steps of state changes. It also undoes undoUndo-calls. At the moment,
there is no way to backtracking from single decisions about the ordering while running the
completion process.
undoUndo

allows to undo the last undo-command at the system's top level. Repeated use of this
command undoes sequences of undo-commands. Chains of undo-calls begin at the last
user interaction different from an undo or undo Undo .
The CEC-commands equal, greater, order, polylnterpretation and tuplelength can be used as CECpragmas if you put the prefix tps_ in front of the commands, cf. chapter 2.2.6 .
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A

INSTALLATION OF CEC

The CEC distribution tape contains three cpio files. The first cpio file includes the CEC-System.
The second and third cpio files include the executable programs and the sources of the modified and
improved version of C-Prolog from the university of Karlsruhe. How to install C-Prolog is described
in the corresponding README files of C-Prolog. To install CEC execute the following steps:
The size of the CEC system is about 548 kbytes.
Select a directory where you want to file in CEC, e.g. your home directory and use the cpio-command
to extract the first cpio file .
Make "cec" to the current directory by
cd cec .

Invoke
make cec.cpro

to install CEC for C-Prolog.

If you want to work with the Quintus-Prolog version of CEC, you have to use
make cec.qpro

for installation.
Now you can work with CEC as specified in the user manual, e.g.
?- cd examples.
?- in(group).
?- c.
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